Comment on the Dominion Road Mixed-use Development Application
1.

Contact Details

Please ensure that you have authority to comment on the application on behalf of those named on this form.
Organisation name (if
relevant)
*First name

Ya hui

*Last name

Tsai

Postal address
*Home phone / Mobile phone

*Work phone

*Email (a valid email address
enables us to communicate
efficiently with you)

All sections of this form with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.
2.

V
3.

*We will email you draft conditions of consent for your comment
I can receive emails and my email address is
correct

I cannot receive emails and my postal address
is correct

Please provide your comments on this Application

If you need more space, please attach additional pages. Please include your name, page numbers and the
project name on the additional pages

Dominion Road Mixed-use DevelopmentPage 3 of 3

Background
I'm Ya-hui Tsai and I own
, Mt Eden together with Pei-fen Tsai, Pei-yu Tsai (who
is retained in Tokyo due to COVID) and Cheng-ta Tsai.
Here Pei-yu Tsai provided evidence that she is in Tokyo right now.
We are the members of Eden We Love Incorporated - EWL which has been established to
represent the neighbours and community members impacted by the proposed 360 Dominion Rd
development. Though We endorse the recommendations made by the experts engaged by
Eden We Love incorporated. The views expressed in this submission are our own:
This house has been our home since we first landed in NZ in 1987 (34 years)
We are immediately adjacent to the proposed development Site. I'm a freelancer who works
from home.

Not enough consultation from the developers:
In the Appendix 23 Stakeholder Engagement Report Redacted Updated 13 May 2021.pdf page68

Someday Nov 2020 Ian the back neighbour (
) knocked on our door and told
me (Ya hui Tsai) about his plan to sell his property before knowing about the development, so he
persuaded us (
) to ask the Developer (John Dalzell) for any
interest in purchasing our properties. (
and I were not interested in selling, but
thought there was no harm in finding out about this option), Ian came back with the developer’s
reply: he informed us that we are in the Single House Zone and said he would send a valuer to
evaluate our home. He needed access to our property (
and I don’t feel
comfortable with strangers visiting our property but Ian asked us to help him get his house
valued, so we allowed Ian to show the developer and the Valuer around the exterior of our
house while we weren't at home). We have no idea the developer was “inspecting” our
property as that wasn't what we were told.
Fig1 is all we got from the developer when I (Ya-hui Tsai) requested for a printed documentation
of the development before Christmas so I can give it to my sister (who is retained in Tokyo by
COVID). The photo in the red circle is our back garden which was taken without our permission
from “Inspection” day, and that was when we started to feel uncomfortable with keeping in
contact with Ian

Fig1

Neither by mail nor by other means have we been invited to developer's meetings.
Onlya
 s ignedletterw
 as received on 27 April 2021, with no details of the sender, and with the
wrong spellingo
 fo
 urfamilyn
 ame; Theletterincluded the link to the development website and
requested that we provide EPA with our email address.
Auckland Council's website became the only source of information in the absence of
consultation:
The Development Site is Mixed-use Special character overlay with High Control 13m located
within the Single House Special character overlay zone. It is only 200m away from NZ Largest
Countdown and 100m away from Farro Fresh.

Special Character Area Overlay
Single House Zone
Zone Height Control
Volcanic Viewshafts and Height-sensitive Areas
H13. Business – Mixed Use Zone
Size of the supermarket allow under RMA:

The proposed height of the development is 6 storeys 23 metres - the Unitary Plan Height control
only allows 13m (11m+2m Roof).

Below are the problems we found from the EPA links of applications
First of all, we have not been appropriately consulted about the development
Except we have only been told:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A huge 10m+ solid concrete Truck Tunnel wall is going to be along our fence line.
The development is going to be 23m (6 levels) high.
The Supermarket Loading Zone and waste zone will be next to our fence line.
Our winter sun will be completely gone by 3pm.

EPA information is the only source of information that gives us information about these
developments and makes us aware of the issues described below.

AEE_Final.pdf Pg.68 - There was never any proper consultation with us as adjacent
landowners.

We never had a proper consultation; instead, our knowledge of this development comes from
technical reports provided by EPA. In spite of the fact that we are amateurs in any field, we had
to look at some of the technical reports. Below are some issues we found within the scope of
our inquiry.
Inconsistencies and minimal information throughout the application reports:
There is minimal information about solutions or sympathy for our boundary and adverse impacts
that will create on our property.
For example, The “boundary” information provide by all those applicants documents:
App 17 Sch 5B Commercial Unit Plan on New Lot 3.pdf Pg3

App 13 Infrastructure Plans Appendix C.pdf Pg3

Application-documents/App 9 Architectural Package.pdf Pg 39

And the ONLY information the Developer ever provided us:

By looking at those four plans, what is the exact boundary they are going to sympathize with?
Based on the PDF(App 9 Architectural Package.pdf Pg 39) we are able to reasonably guess
that whatever will be placed on top of the truck tunnel (highlighted in yellow above) will be
ventilation, refrigerator and air conditioning units. What direction will those machines waste
exhaustion face? In the direction of us or their own apartment residence?

Fire and Emergency accessibility :
Although there will be a fire service connection within the development.
App_12_Infrastructure_Report_and_Appendices_A_B_D_and_E.pdf pg3

We are a Character overlay zone, which means that most of our properties are wooden villas
and bungalows, surrounded by trees, resulting in fire hazards.
Presently open air car park areas means that emergency trucks are able to reach a wider area
when necessary. In the proposed development, If the car park on the site is built up and covered
at 10-meter height + ventilation above the truck tunnel, there will be an area that will be a blind
spot as fire engines will have difficulty accessing it. As a result, the residents in the apartments
and the character overlay residents will be at risk in the event of a disaster.

We are surrounded by supermarkets, Countdown and Farro. Is there an urgent need to place
another big New World in between?
Countdown Not enough Demand? In App 21 Retail Impact Assessment.pdf Pg20
Countdown and Farro both are within walking distance to us and provide enough supply and
demand.
Countdown Mt Eden is very spacious and full of supplies everyday. Our visit are always fast and
easy as you can see in the photos below:
Visit to the Countdown Mt Eden:
(After parents drop off students to school)

(Before picking up children from school)

(After office hours)

(Hours for those working late)

Delivers Public Benefit? App 28 Section 19 Assessment.pdf
Supermarkets were always in the COVID-19 Contact tracing location list. How will adding
another one in such density impact the spread of a COVID like infectious-disease in our future?

Another supermarket may provide 200 jobs (estimate), but how many local businesses will
suffer or fail from job losses as a result? We used to see butchers, seafood shops, veggie and
fruit shops, bakeries within walking distance... but unfortunately they have been replaced by big
supermarkets - Countdown, which attracts people who shop and transport by car.
ASB used to occupy the offices on the site with 630 employees back in 1996. NZ herald

(Below are images of the shops that were permanently closed.)

Traffic:
Dominion Rd is already very busy with the highest record of fatal motorcycle accidents of any
main arterial road in Auckland. (Source: Auckland Transport)

Following is the list of serious accidents reported by News in Mt Eden and Dominion Road
during the 2019-2020:
1.

7pm on 8 June 2019 RNZ Sutff Newshub-Newshub has obtained dramatic CCTV vision showing a horror
crash on Dominion Rd in Mt Eden, one of Auckland's busiest, on Friday night.
2. 9am 29 Jan, 2020 Stuff NZ Herald -Auckland crash: Pedestrian hit by bus in Mt Eden critically injured - 80
percent of all road deaths and serious injuries occur on 50km/h local urban roads. Nearly half of those
deaths and serious injuries involve vulnerable road users – children, elderly, people walking and people on
bikes or motorcycles.
3. 14:25, Apr 12 2020 Stuff -'High-speed' motorcyclist critically injured in central Auckland crash.
4. 10 Sep, 2019 10:11 PM NZ Herald - Car flipped in serious crash on Auckland's Dominion Rd
5. 8.23pm, Oct 05 2020 Sutff -A serious crash is partly blocking Dominion Road
6. 8:16 AM · May 26, 2020 AT Twitter - DOMINION RD, MT EDEN - CRASH.
7. 13 Dec, 2020 06:47 AM NZ Herald - Mt Eden fatal crash: One dead after two-car crash in Auckland suburb
8. 7:00 pm 16 November 2019 NZCity - One person is reported to have serious injuries following
a crash in Mount Eden tonight.
9. Dec 26 2019 Stuff - Two injured after car fleeing police crashes in Auckland's Mt Eden.
10. 9:00am, Oct 05 2019 Sutff - Car crashes into shop on Auckland's Dominion Rd
11. 17 Jan, 2019 08:52 AM NZ herald - Bus crash on Auckland's Dominion Rd showers passenger in glass.

Other relative news that may happens due to the development:
●

Motorcyclist death toll on track for highest number in past 20 years: NZ Herald 23 Dec, 2020

●

Fatal crash: Pedestrian killed after being hit by rubbish truck in Glen Eden, Auckland: NZ Herald 23 Jun
2020
AT website: Nine out of ten reported pedestrian injuries (92%) and nearly seven out of ten pedestrian
fatalities (67%) occur on urban roads (roads with speed limits of 70 kilometres per hour or under). Most
commonly, roads with 50 km/ph speed limits are involved.
CCTV footage has captured the moment a truck rolling down a hill knocked over a street sign and crashed
into the front of an Auckland house. MSN news 2/12/2020
A truck knocked down a church archway in Pukekohe on Monday. ODT 15 December 2020
Pedestrian hit by truck, killed in Onehunga, Auckland. Newhub 16/08/2019
Pedestrian hit by car critically hurt. ODT 1 January 2021

●

●
●
●
●

Dom Rd has a long history of accidents and congestion as it was always packed with travellers
and overseas students, since COVID closed down the Border it has eliminated the traffic on our
road. As we know the development will bring an increasing amount of traffic onto our streets and
roads, we also need to take into account the increment when the border opens again.
App 16 Integrated Transport Assessment.pdf
EWL Traffic meeting powerpoint presentation pg6

AEE_Final.pdf mentions the word "public transportation" 22 times but fails to specify what
exactly is meant by "priority", "important", "convenient", "efficient", "well serviced", and "highly
accessible" public transportation on Dominion Rd. BUS is the only form of public transportation
that has been available for the last 34 years and still is today. There are no train stations or
other major public transportation on this section of Dom Rd that qualify as what Developers
describe as "priority", "important", "convenient", "efficient", "well serviced", and "highly
accessible".

Speaking of “priority”, “important”, “convenient”, “efficient”, “well serviced” and “highly
accessible” public transportation. What are the implications of this development proposal for the
Light Rail project? There has been no assessment on how these two projects interact and the
potential for this development to hinder operation of the Light Rail.
AEE_Final.pdf Pg 52-53 11.5 AUCKLAND PLAN 2050

Above suggests that developers are still expecting people to drive everywhere in a car, which is
in conflict with their point below in a)

AEE_final Pg63

Since the “within walking distance” employment opportunities were 130-150 supermarket FTE
jobs. Are the development apartments aimed at supermarket workers?

Conclusion : Eden We Love raised funds through fundraising to review the TPC ITA report for
our community. More than 50 households are in support of this. Stantec Review

Allowing Developers to bypass RMA may have negative consequences for other nearby
business and residential buildings that have been protected by the RMA for over1
 00y ears.

AEE_Final.pdf Pg65

Retaining the shops on Dominion Road frontage has nothing to do with "supporting Character",
since the building that will be demolished (erected by Universal Business Directory Company) is
the character supported building, whereas the shops they intend to retain were later additions.

Mixed and Long operating hours VS Office operating hours
The site is mixed-used already, and the layout of the building keeps all commercial activities at
the Dom Rd frontage. The office at the back has become our buffer zone, as we only conduct
activities during working hours. This allows for privacy and silence during the holidays, weekend
and at night.
When compared to the layout of the new development, we will be impacted by the mixed
residents and commercial long operating hours 24/7 throughout 365 days of the year.
Height and buffer zone:
The proposed building is 23.5m (is 10.5m exceeding RMA 13m height control) with loss of the
buffer zone (existing car park and office), will generate: shading, loss of privacy, loss of air
space, alternation of the wind currents etc. The development will negatively impact not only the
human residents, but also the natural biological diversity in the area: birds, bees, hedgehogs,
butterflies, native wildlife and native plants.

Empty Shops:
In this section of Dom Rd, there are many empty shops. How will developing more shops help
solve this problem? Will it result in even more empty shops?

The Development Plan shows no sympathy for the local community:
App 9 Architectural Package.pdf
Eden We Love has obtained professional advice and presented a more community-friendly
development proposal to the developer, investor, and landowner FoodStuffs on 15th March
2021.
15th MarchEWL Presentation: File1 , File2
We believe that there are better ways to develop the site in a more community-friendly manner
than what it is in the developer’s application. Here are some examples:

Example 1:
Compared to the developer's plan, Eden We Love's proposal to have a pedestrian walkway
with residential on the northern side as a buffer zone:
● Provides greater accessibility to emergency services when residents areon the ground.
● This will simply separate the risks of commercial and residential fires.
● A walkway allows easier access for emergency services vehicles.
Developer’s plan:

Eden We Love’s plan:

Example 2:
Changing the 6 possible exits and entrances from our residential street to one arterial entrance
and exit on the Dom Road would eliminate the traffic congestion and keep the residential streets
residential.
As inglee
 ntrancea
 nde
 xito
 nD
 omR
 dwille
 liminatethen
 eedfora
 trucksleeve,thereby
eliminating all negative consequences for the surrounding neighborhoods.

The possible 6 entrances and exits according to Development plan:

Eden We Love’s One exist and entrance plan:

The Boundary:
Repeated from the inconsistency of the information section (above): The EPA website is the
only source through which we were able to get the full plan of the development. We are not able
to find out what exactly the boundary will be for our property, also, the boundary isn't consistent
all the way throughout our property (image below). Moreover, the way they design the
landscaping boundary area makes it possible for it to become a dump site and to block
emergency services access.
App_9_Architectural_Package.pdf P37

Flood:
They plan to pipe from the “dry pond” in our backyard, taking part of the water to a detention
tank with the rest going in a “bubble culvert” under the development to the existing stormwater
drains in Dom Road. It looks like they plan to do work on our property, Which they never had
discussed with us.
App_13_Infrastructure_Plans_Appendix_C.pdf P4

The reason we note this as in the AEE it says under 10.2 Flooding – Page 34
“Along the eastern boundary special attention has focused on providing measures to mitigate
the flooding hazard or the effects of the flooding hazard. The natural low point in contour of the
overland flow path occurs close to the eastern boundary at the rear of 111 Grange Road and
86A Prospect Terrace. Discussions have taken place (?) with these neighbours over how the
flooding hazard can be further alleviated with a deeper channel, more appropriate planting and
fencing along the common boundary and in part on to their sites to ensure the most efficient
passage of flow without obstruction.”
Also there is nothing in the conditions about this to ensure that it happens.

App_15_Flood_Assessment_Report.pdf p14 (above)

App_22_Neighbours_Trees_Arboricultural_Assessments.pdf

This tree is noted in the Neighbours Tree Report as being retained but if they are to be digging
around it’s roots then it might be damaged. Furthermore, we have a tree on the boundary that
they intend to remove.
Again, we never had any consultation about any of these issues.
As for the planting from the developer's drawings, we are highly doubtful whether any of the
plants will be able to grow between the track tunnel wall (10m in height and 130m in length) and
our property. Urban wind island effect page:32
Below image shows a tunnel formed between the fence of the car park and my property. This
created strong winds, which caused trees to fall during the storm, and that is also why trees on
that side of the garden were difficult togrow straight and tall.

Shading:
The development shading study estimates that our property will be shaded by 4pm in winter, if
there are buildings 13m high. App_9_Architectural_Package.pdf P27

However, we sampled from the existing approx. 8m high building next door and placed our
house right next to it with a 4.62m boundary (the boundary according to the Development plan).
The house will be covered in 3/4 of shade by 2:30pm (seeb
 elow).

Hereisa
 nothere
 xampleo
 f backside (4 level high) of EdenView on Dom Rd (which is facing the
same direction as the 360 Dom Rd development) the houses behind it are already completely in
the d
 arkb
 y2
 :30pm.

Below is the photo of the site from our garden.

The red line in the image above represents the estimated height of the new development (22-23
meters above ground). As you can see, this directly blocks our sun at 2:30pm, causing our
property to be surrounded in darkness via the construction/execution of the proposal.

Application-documents/AEE_Final.pdf P42

Conclusion: The shading in the development application is extremelyq
 uestionable.
Noise and vibration:
During the years of Construction our property will be the most impacted by both Noise and
Vibration (table 1&7).
Even after Construction, operating noise is still at 54db (table 9), well above the AUP Noise
Rule limit of 40dB (table 10).
We can not find any solutions that have been addressed in the development reports, nor have
we been consulted about this.
App_20_Acoustic_Report.pdf

Air-conditioning and venting units sit on top of the truck tunnel causing noise and pollution,
approximately 7 metres from our house, see attached noisy video of a smaller scale system at
Farro. Video Link
App_9_Architectural_Package.pdf P39

The possible air conditioning and refrigeration unit is an additional height on top of the 10m
truck tunnel. This will be very close to my property, causing excessive noise and vibrations. This
could cause great pollution and potentially a nuisance claim on the basis that this is not a
construction area, and thus is an unexpected use of land. This could be a long term issue, and
one that We do not wish to have to take up in court in further years. No solutions were noted in
the report for how this may be remedied.

Size of the Supermarket:
This proposed New World would cover 2787.30m2 which is 6 times larger than the size
permitted in the Unitary Plan 450m2.
RMA: H13 Business - Mixed Use Zone.pdf Pg:5

App_9_Architectural_Package.pdf Pg:30

The urban wind island effect (UWI):

A high-rise building in an area of low-rise zone may create strong air currents at ground level
that should be accounted for.

Shallow foundation with 6 levels 23.5m high (Ready made housing on top). Will this type of
building be durable?
App_14_Geotechnical_Report.pdf

AEE_final.pdf Pg18

Housing:
From AEE_Final Pg40 The proposal accommodation unit are
10x Studio Price: start from $850,000 ? (not clear)
25x 1-bedroom Price: $850,000
83x 2-bedroom Price: $1,500,000 - $1,600,000
4x 3-bedroom Price: ??? (Not provide)
Developer estimate that the location typical villa and bungalow (3-bedroom) are selling
$2,500,000 and over $3,000,000

Our Observation from EdenView (2018 - 2019)
They had advertising their units pre-constructions:
1-bedroom priced: (2018) $720,000 - (2019) $954,500 $830,000+GST
2-bedroom priced: (2018) 998,000 - (2019) $1,130,000
3-bedroom priced: (2018) $2,300,000 4 Apr, 2018 08:06 AM NZ herald
The estimate for the location typical villa and bungalow (3-bedroom) at 2018 were $1,466,929
(Source from : barfoot and thompson)

Suspicion:
●
●
●

●

●

Prices for the types of units were not clearly stated.
Using a 2-bedroom apartment unit as a comparison with a 3-bedroom villa or bungalow
creates an unequal comparison.
3 years ago (2018) Edenview sold their 3-bedroom apartment for $2,400,000, when the
location of a typical villa and bungalow sold for $1,466,929. EdenView apartment is
nearly $1 million more expensive than a typical villa or bungalow.
EdenView was strongly promoted by Chinese agent on Chinese website titled “The
investor’s best choice - with possible internal conversion of 2-bedroom units into
3-bedroom units.”
Is the Development (Pudong Housing Development) aimed at solving housing problems
or are they just another overseas investor looking to make their own profit?

In conclusion:
In the Mt Eden Character overlay zone, most residents have been long-term family residents. Is
this development really sharing the value of long-term family occupied homes, or is it just
another overseas investment and temporary rental property?

EdenView Three Bedroom - NZ Herald:

Chinese EdenView Website:

Personal Safety:

AEE_Final.pdf Pg 44

The development only considered the personal safety for the “Future residents,customers and
staff and those utilising the pedestrian laneway” So what about the safety of the existing
adjacent residents?

Due to all of the above concerns, we wonder: will the Development, as described in the
application, benefit our community in the next 50 years?

Our concerns about the Proposal:
The proposed development is located adjoining the Eastern boundary of our property. The
Development will have a 10m High solid concrete wall all along the fence line with a 23M high
dwelling and a big supermarket with loading zone located on Grange Rd that is very close
proximity to the Site boundary.

Fire and Emergency accessibility :
We are a single story (5m) wooden dwelling with plants and trees all around our property, any
fire will quickly spread, especially houses built 102 years ago. It will increase the hazard if the
open air carpark next to our fenceline is completely blocked.

Zone:
Years ago, our overgrown oak tree covered up the northeast sun from reachingo
 urh
 ouse. We
had the tree trimmed over 1/3 of it’s height by my brother, and got fined by the Council because
they were concerned we were damaging the tree. We understand that council tree rules are
more relaxed in these current years, but the efforts the council and local Mt Eden residents have
put into protecting and value for the past 50 years will be wasted if just a fence away, they are
allowing the development of a 6 storey building that will damage our trees in our garden by
digging around the roots and eliminating the sunlight by 2:30pm.

We planned to divide our land into 2 sections and maybe build 3 levels (as this land is owned by
4 people). We were told by planners that due to our zone, we were not eligible for division and
the tallest structure we are permitted to build is 8m +2m roof (2 levels). Now just a fence away,
they are allowing 23m (6 levels) to be built?

Our house value will be surely impacted by the development, as our zone is single house
character overlay. The group interested in this zone are families who enjoy a private garden for
their children to grow up with. But if there is an increase of shading, noise, loss of privacy
(apartments facing our property), air pollution, less safety in community, a rise in traffic
accidents, and loss of security due to the development, who will be interested in living in our
property? Not even a developer - as we did ask the developer John Dalzell through Ian last year
- if he would be interested in purchasing our property? He replied to us by indicating we are a
single house zone and then he used this reason to gain access to “INSPECT” our property with
no interest in purchasing.

Lack of buffer zone and exclusion from future development opportunities:
We have a
 nalyzed the buildings that are built up to 3+ storeys around in our area, and most of
them were surrounded by the following zones:
●
●
●
●

Mixed use zone - allowing 18m if not under Height Variation Control 13m
Local Centre Zone - allowing 18m if not under Height Variation Control 13m
Mix housing urban zone - 3 storeys
Terrace housing and apartment building zone - 5 to 7 storeys

As we can see from the zone maps the surrounding zones have equal potential for development
in the future.

The development report used EdenView as an example; however, the surrounding zones were very different.

Countdown Mt Eden is about 13m height and surrounding with:
●
●

Terrace housing and apartment building zone - 5 to 7 storeys
Local Centre Zone - allowing 18m and 13m Height Variation Control

The site 360 Dom Rd proposed 23m 6 storeys (the site has a 13m Height Variation Control) - Surround
by:
●

Local Centre Zone - 13m (under Height Variation Control)

●

Mixed use zone - mostly 13m (under Height Variation Control)

●

Single House character overlay - 1 or 2 storeys

If the development is under normal RMA:
13m ( the site) VS 10m( single house) - 13m(other commercial zones with Height Variation Control)
But if under developer’s plan:
23m ( the site) Vs 10m( single house) -13m (other commercial zones with Height Variation Control)
The scales are out ofb
 alance.
We are hoping, if any development is allowed in our zone, please allow us to develop with it, or
if it is to be preserved, please preserve it with us.

Sunlight and Shading:
We were told by the developer (through Ian) last year, that our sun will be gone by 3pm, but with
our observation using the actual sun position right now and shading casted by the existing

building (Shading section up in Pg: 28); Our Sunlight will be blocked out by the 23m
development no later than 2:30pm (winter) or even earlier.

Lost hours sunlight impacts:
1. Health issues caused by lack of sunlight. Especially during the Lockdown, our sunny
garden is one of the best things we had for staying healthy physically and mentally.
2. Water cycle : Rain evaporation by sun. (Our land slopes down, so we need the sun to
maintain a dry property.)

3. Garden, green plants and vegetation growth: Another thing we learn from COVID is the
bonding with our community; during lockdown we are able to enjoy our gardens and eat
the vegetables we grow. Homegrown products were shared among neighbours - fresh
eggs (a neighbor has chickens in the backyard), vegetables and fruits.

4. Temperature: Our house was built before 1920 with a high ceiling. Without enough sun,
the average temperature will drop. This will increase energy consumption to maintain a
comfortable temperature.
5. Dampness creates mold which might impact the structure of the character house and is
unhealthy for occupants.

6. Solar power for my house would no longer be an option available for us.

It will be hard for us to think that our living room will be in the dark by 2:30pm. (below
left)

(Above right) Our west facing windows will be completely covered with a 10m high
concrete wall + extra high (possible air ventilation and refrigeration is built on top of the tunnel).
This beautiful Oak tree has been a home to many birds for many years. Would they like
to keep living here if there is no longer any sunshine at 2:30pm?

This is our cat trying to enjoy the last bit of the winter sun at 4:50pm.

Noise and Air Pollution:
1. What we have now is the sounds from nature: birds singing, dogs barking,winds
brushing through the leaves (sound file below), but what the development will bring will be
construction and forever machine operational and vehicle noise.
Front of the House Vs Dom Rd Vs

Back Garden

Our property is slope down from the road level, where our windows are leveled with the
road and entrance. This means when any noise or vibration occurs on the same level as
the windows (such as traffic on the road), it creates a direct sound wave into the house.
We had no soundproofing since the house was built in 1920.

2. Ventilation from commercial air conditioning, refrigeration and heat-pump will create
constant background noise pollution.
3. Human noise and air pollution: from second hand smokers, office workers, shop visitors,
drunkards from the pub, loud shouting, parties, apartment residents... etc
4. Traffic noise and air pollution from all transportation: visitor vehicles, trucks transporting
goods, product, rubbish, waste etc.
5. 2-3 years of construction vibration noise and dust is not sympathetic to the character
house and affects the quality of life for residents.

The EdenView site - video filmed on a cheap mobile of EdenView during the construction
on a random day.
6. Commercial and residential wastes will create pests - pest control might impact our
environment, such as birds, hedgehogs, and our pets.

Construction time frame:
EdenView's completion year has been extended from 2020 to mid-2021 (red line in the image
below), yet it is still under construction.
360Dom Rddevelopment is five times larger than EdenView; won’t the 2-3 years time frame of
construction take longer than it had originally intended?

Commercial long hours:
Weekends and after work hours are currently enjoyable in our area. But once pubs, shops,
restaurants and supermarkets are established, they have long hours and are active 365 days
throughout the year with non-stop activities. This will have a great impact on our enjoyment of
the weekend, holidays and after work hours.

Privacy and Security:
1. Development Apartment windows and balconies are facing our property (which means
they will have a birds eye view of our house, garden, decks, swimming pool etc.)
2. The types of visitors to the supermarkets, pubs and other facilities are uncontrollable.
(Crime rates could increase).
3. Long hours of workers (during Construction and also supermarket operation) will
decrease awareness of community safety.

EdenView workers resting around in the streets.

Drunken behaviour and homeless. (Homeless in Countdown)

Traffic:
We done a traffic observation on Dom Rd according to the TPC Time table from EPA Website

It starts at 7:00-9:00 am - Traffic gets really busy from 7:50am-9:00am.
Tue: 7:00-9:00am
Thur: 8am

1) Lots of School Buses : The students' pick up point is the footpath in front of the
development site. 20210518_074048 Also parents are using this section of the street for
dropping off their kids for school buses.

2) Motorcycles and Bicycles : some of them are followed by a truck or bus.
20210518 085354 ; 20210518 083202

This is cyclist during COVID lockdown Bike Auckland

3) A lot of double decker buses ( the only public transportation available on Dom Road) drive
very fast on the bus lane, which is very close to the pedestrian footpath: Caught a bus
scratched by the Street sign on video 2021518 080949:

Tuesday - Monday (evening):
We found out the peak of the traffic congestion on the Dom Rd continued from 6:00-7:30 PM;
this time frame wasn’t really included in the TPC Assessment table.

●

Tuesday: 3-4pm traffic builds up at 3:13pm and eases after. 5-5:30pm builds up again,
peak at 6-7pm and ease by 7pm.

●

Wednesday: traffic increased at 5:30-6pm peak at 6:30-7:30PM.

●

Thursday: traffic is peak at 6-7pm and then pretty even as most people are relaxing in
restaurants and traffic remains until 8pm onward.

●

Friday 5pm traffic builds up by the time 6-6:15pm are peak traffic, 6:30pm traffic eases,
7:30pm traffic increases and remains until 8:30-9pm - most people enjoy the late night
friday.

●

Saturday 4pm is normal 7:30pm increase 8pm remain busy.

●

Sunday 5pm traffic builds up remain busy until 6:30pm

●

Monday 3:30-4pm traffic builds up 4:30pm eases, 5pm increases 6pm peak traffic
6:30-7pm remain busy.

Here is a video of a long truck trying to get into the entrance of Prospect Tce.
Link

Before COVID, Dom Rd was popular with travellers and overseas students, especially during
the Sports Game seasons and Concerts - traffic and street parking were overloaded.
Although our government is trying to minimise carbon pollution by asking us not to drive, in
reality, which politician doesn't own a minimum of 2 private vehicles at home for work, grocery
shopping, and picking up their kids?
WhenIs tood on Dom Road during rush hour, I observed that the main source of pollution was
congestion. Cars are lined up waiting on foot brakes, while the cars exhaust fill in the air. As a
result, increasing traffic on Dom Rd and on our residential streets, not only brings more road risk
but also more carbon pollution.
Dominion Rd is already very busy with the highest record of fatal motorcycle accidents of any
main arterial road in Auckland. (Source: Auckland Transport). Adding another supermarket,
especially one this large, will inevitably add to the traffic intensification. As residents, we know
that it doesn’t take much to bring traffic to a halt (Stuff - June 10 2021). We also know that to
avoid the Dominion Rd traffic, cars use side roads to access an already very congested Mt Eden
Rd, following the cycle routes that run parallel to Mt Eden and Dominion Roads. Our children
walk home from school down these streets. Since their safety will be even more compromised,
will more parents drive to the school to pick them up?

The Overall Summary:
This development may bring short term benefit and profit for the Development Company but
what about the locals who have lived here for 30+ years? Whatever adverse effects it brings will
be with us for the rest of our lives here - for the next 50 or more years.
We chose to live in Mt Eden when it was NOT a “leafy suburb” as the media describes it. We
were here 34 years ago - when our house wasn't even in the double Grammar Zone (it was
zoned for Epsom Girls Grammar only) and we still took the buses through 2 stages everyday to
study and graduate from Lynfield College. My deceased mother purchased this house simply
because she loved this little wooden character bungalow despite all her Asian friends laughing
at her for buying an OLD house, as they all live in big new houses in the North Shore or Howick.
My mother loved “Mt EDEN ''; it has a deep meaning for her as a paradise filled with hope. As a
single Mother, she gave up her comfortable life and immigrated to a foreign place in hopes for
her 4 children to have a better life in EDEN.

The WALL:
When the world is trying to avoid building a new Wall that creates division:

The Berlin Wall.

In Syria - “loyal” and “disloyal” suburbs

Lima’s wall of shame - to separate wealthy communities from the poor.

United States’ border with Mexico.

Is it sensible for Developers to simply build a tall concrete WALL to make a division between the
New Mixed use Development and Single house character overlay Zone?

COVID:
Two things we’ve learnt from it
●

Minimizing traffic brings safety on the road and cleaner air for environmental purposes.

●

Bonding within the community: we are able to help each other through the long
Lockdown by sharing information and supporting each other. Even if it was just dropping
a bag of eggs or some veggies and fruit at the front doors.

We are worried that according to the developer's plan, are any of the things we describe above
achievable? Plus density is the worst enemy in a situation of infectious diseases (COVID).
Increasing jobs? My sister and I had our jobs impacted by COVID, but Supermarkets were less
impacted during COVID. Does increasing jobs in supermarkets mean that my sister and I need
to change our own careers and start to work in supermarkets? Because that is what the
Government supports and provides for recovery?
There are messages around about how fast we should recover from COVID. But should we
learn from COVID instead? Do we humans move too fast? Shouldn’t we take the opportunity to
slow down and rethink about the real value in life?

NIMBYs…(Not In My Back Yard):
Is this a new name for Single house Zone residents?
Back in 34 years ago when NZ were mostly NIMBYs. Our zone was Residential 1 and we were
limited and restrained on developments and alternation. As Mt Eden residents, we respect
Auckland Council's decision because we understand the importance of maintaining the cultural
and historical significance of the area. For the past 34 years Mt Eden residents did our best on
maintaining what we all valued in cooperation with the Council, and suddenly now in the media
and news, we are becoming:
“The enemy of developments”?
“The cause of the house shortage” ?
We just want to develop with Mt Eden, and not to be divided or excluded by any development.
Mt Eden deserves to develop under well planned and good quality consideration so that it will
benefit our community for the next 50 years to come.
Auckland famous Mt Eden artist - Claudia Pond Eyley donated one of her paintings to support
EWL. The painting describes the value of Mt Eden and how we are proud to be the Mt Eden
residents. We beg the panel Judges for understanding and to help us carry the value of Mt Eden to
our next generations.

